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SWAT4HCLS is the longest running conference series that focuses on the use of semantic technologies, 
knowledge graphs and ontologies for data integration in healthcare and life sciences, covering both 
academic research and industry applications.

Continuously held since 2008, the event is currently articulated over four days and consists of tutorials, 
conference and hackathon series. The conference itself provides a combination of invited keynotes, novel 
research presented, industry application showcases as well as posters, demos and other sessions.
SWAt4HCLS is usually held across Europe and attracts a specialised public worldwide (primarily US, EU, JP, 
Middle East) composed of academics, professionals, governmental agencies and industry representatives 
of a broad range of seniority.

This is a very focused event (150–180 participants) with a good standing and network, so offering 
a significant reach in the Healthcare and life Sciences Data communities.
The conference is also a prime venue to advance FAIR and data centric approaches in this area.

Our mission is to foster the uptake of semantic and graph technologies in the Life Sciences 
and Health Care space and ultimately advance data driven science and innovation to impact Healthcare.
For this reason we welcome the contribution of sponsors, both to support the event organisation, 
and to showcase the commercial solutions or institutional interest in this space, which is fundamental 
to the establishment of new methods and products.

 Past conferences were supported by local companies Ontotext, Metaphacts, BBSRC, EBI, GODAN, 
 Roche, Stanford and others.



 PACKAGES 

We offer the following sponsorship packages, whose amount is entirely devoted 
to our operating costs and to make the conference accessible to a broader public 
(the organisation is operating on a  voluntary basis and doesn’t take profit out 
of the conference). 

Note that as our mission is also to help companies establish in this space, we are also 
open to different sponsoring ideas that better fit interested organisations.

SILVER 5000 EUR

• Logo + link on our website

• Acknowledgment in opening 
 and closing remarks.

• Pop-up banner 
 in the exhibition area

• One full registration

GOLD 7000 EUR

• Logo + link on our website,
 with a brief description
 of the company/institution
 product or mission

• Acknowledgement
 in opening and closing
 remarks

• Small booth

• Two full registrations
 included

PLATINUM 9000 EUR

• Logo + link on our website,
 brief text and additional
 press releases through our
 communication channels

• Acknowledgement
 in opening and closing
 remarks

• Sponsor booth

• “Sponsored” talk

• Five full registrations
 included


